F150 5.4 timing chain replacement

A transmission valve body is a major component of an automatic transmission. Looking for a
good online repair manual? Click Here for the 5 best options. Your options are either to replace
or rebuild it. Here is how an auto trans valve body works along with common signs and
symptoms you may experience when a transmission valve body is bad. There are dozens of
various passages and channels within the valve body which direct the flow of pressurized
hydraulic fluid to different valves in order to activate the right clutch pack or band and shift to
the most appropriate gear based on the current driving situation. Think of each channel as a
tumbler on a lock which has to perfectly line up so transmission fluid is directed where it
should. The valves that make up the valve body each serve a different purpose and their names
reflect what they do. For example, the valve body has a shift valve which is responsible for up
shifting from 2nd gear to 3rd gear. There are two main types of valve body. The first type is the
electronic valve body which uses the electronic system ECT electronic controlled transmission
as its main control to operate all shifting on an automatic transmission. Many newer cars use
this electronically controlled transmission ECT which has bands and clutches that are operated
via hydraulics. However, an electric solenoid valve is used to control each hydraulic circuit.
This is what allows the transmission to have more elaborate and advanced control schemes
than non-electronically controlled transmissions. The controller of the transmission can
monitor the throttle position, vehicle speed, anti-lock braking system, and the engine speed.
The other type of valve body is called the hydraulic valve body. If you have a failing automatic
transmission valve body, there are some clear symptoms that you should look out for. One of
the most common signs you have a problem with your transmission valve body is a delay 2 or
more seconds or harsh shift when shifting from Park to Drive or Park to Reverse. While driving,
you may notice that your transmission is shifting into a higher or lower gear at the wrong time.
For instance, you may be going up a hill and even though you want the transmission to shift
down to give you more power, it instead shifts into a higher gear making the drive up the hill
much more difficult. In addition, you could be driving a steady 60 MPH on a level highway and
your transmission sporadically shifts into either a higher or lower gear for no reason. Any type
of erratic shifting can be a symptom of a bad transmission valve body. When everything in your
transmission is working correctly, in between every shift the engine RPM should briefly
decrease on an up-shift ie: 3rd to 4th gear to match up with the higher gear. If you hear a
banging or knocking sound as your gears change while accelerating up-shifts or slowing down
down-shifts or when putting your car into reverse, that may be an indication of a faulty valve
body. While it could be something else like low transmission fluid or worn transmission bands,
when your transmission slips out of gear while driving, it could mean your valve body is going
bad. With a slipping transmission, your vehicle may try to up-shift but then quickly falls into a
lower gear. Or it may even refuse to shift into a higher gear which makes your engine run at a
higher RPM than usual. Since the transmission valve body is responsible for so many functions
of the transmission, many transmission related DTC codes can pop up. It is easy to ignore these
kinds of symptoms in the beginning because they may not be so bad. But the problems with
your valve body will often become more clear when you drive your car continuously for at least
30 minutes and your transmission fully heats up. Not sure where to order parts? You can
slightly reduce your costs by purchasing a re-manufactured valve body assembly if one is
available for your vehicle. Note: Before agreeing on replacing the valve body, make sure the
issue is simply not a bad transmission solenoid by getting a second opinion from a different
shop. Replacing a transmission solenoid is much cheaper. Some transmission repair shops
might offer the option of rebuilding your current valve body instead of replacing with a brand
new or remanufactured one. This can sometimes save you some money, especially for some
higher end cars. But should you do that? Generally speaking, if you have a higher mileage car ,
miles or more , you should simply replace your valve body. Hi please help BT 50 3. Is it the valve
body? Possible cause from valve body, if you do not fix immediately, it will effect to plates and
clutches on 4th to 5th area and maybe one way clutch will defective as well. Turbo 2. I got some
Sea Foam transmission additive and a couple gallons of transmission fluid, my plan was to add
the sea foam let it get to operating temp. I hooked it up OBDI and got a code that it wasnt
connecting to the computer?? The Oil-filter slowly clogs up and the oil pressure is no longer
sufficient to press the fins together. I had to rebuilt everything and at the end I need a new valve
body too. Transmission fluid leaked out. Fixed line ,added 4quarts ,no reverse, slips changing
gears. Is that symptoms of Valve body. I have a dodge nitro with a 3. I recently had a lot of work
done to it such as a new pcm , tune up , fuel induction service, 4 injector replaced , and most
recently a TIPM replaced. Shortly after the TIPM was replaced my transmission was getting
stuck in gear possibly 2nd. And than it stopped until the other day it started up again. I took it to
a mechanic that I trusted this time and came up with a code of p He even tried to get it to act up
again and no luck. He said it could have a bad TIPM. So since I still had a warranty on the parts

and labor, I took it back to the dealership where I had all of that recent work done. They called
me up and said that the valve body is going bad and needs to be replaced. What do you think
the issue could be? Is the dealership right? Or should I continue to drive it until it acts up again
and throws a code? Any information would be greatly appreciated! If i refer to code P
Transmission Control Module Power Input Signal Low it was clear sign that have problem while
you fix and replace the TIPM and if you run the vehicle with this condition, sure your valve body
will get worse and your transmission will be damage. Okay , thank you. I believe that the
dealership took me for a ride when I had the PCM replaced when all I needed was a new injector.
Thank you for the help. I have a chrysler aspen with a 5. Usually when the selenoid malfuntion,
it will effects to entire automatic transmission relative parts if not repair immediately. I have a 2.
Yesterday while driving I notice the transmission was not changing. I looked down and some of
the insulation around the gear was missing I see down in the compartment. Should I drive to a
shop or have it towed. The reverse does not work. It sounds like it wants to go into reverse but
not movement. It goes into drive just done. Hoping you can give some guidance. I was
wondering if you found the cause. Thanks, Dan Mc. I got stuck at the courthouse yesterday with
the exact issue. Could not go in reverse. Shifted from just fine once i got out. It was the valve
body. Had it replaced yesterday. Better than a new transmission or junking the car! Hi, I have
VW tiguan 2. I have faced the problem that the car is not moving in drive mode D after driving
about 25 km. Spanner sign came on cluster after driving for a while, and there was difficulty in
shifting gears. But it could be driven normally after cooling down. After allowing the vehicle to
cool, drive was only possible in D1, D3. Even Reverse was not possible. Moreover, most of the
return drive was possible only in D1 gear. I visited the VW dealer and they have replaced gearoil
but still the problem is the same. Is this the problem due to fault in the valve body? I have a
bmwi can i use the valve body off another bmw i. I switch mines out now its only flashing in
park. Have an infinity g35x was driving loud bang then my slip light keeps flashing and sound
like a bike chain that cannot catch does go into gears tho plz help. I got a nissan maxima 3. It
change manually on the steering pedalsâ€¦what might be the problem for it not to change
gears? I have a audi A8 3. The problem started with a jerk which shifting the automatic
transmission gears either in reverse of into D mode. There would be a violent jerk. Sometimes
the car would also stall while going up a steep incline and it would seem as if the gears are
shifting in the transmission. One more problem occurred that while driving normally at various
speeds there would be a sudden jerk as if the transmission changed gears or a fuel supply
issue occurred. This has greatly reduced the gear jerk from stationery position but not
eliminated it. The jerk feeling while driving is still felt once in a while. The Audi dealer said that
when they opened up the transmission they observed that the Valve body is damaged and
needs replacement as the circuits on it are not properly transmitting the signals and the jerks
are as a result of this. I live in Lahore, Pakistan and there are not many highly qualified
technicians here so your well considered advice will be greatly appreciated as Ive already spent
over usd and the valve body and labour is another usd. Is the valve body bad please help. I
drive fairly easy on the gas but stillâ€¦. Doesnt seem to happen much when the engine is cold. It
easily happens when it downshifts to an almost complete stop such as first gear will engage
and when shifting up, it will jerk badly if I press the gas a little extra.. What you think? Once
again, I have a volvo s60 awd 2. I was told by the dealership that the valve body has a problem.
They have been trying to identify the issue for 10 months. They are replacing it now. Could this
problem have affected other parts of the transmission? I am not sure what to ask to have them
check and my warranty expires in 1 month. Thank you. If the problem started in the warranty
period you should be covered especially because you have taken it in to the dealership to get
looked at. Could it be atf or valve body or something else? Pls help. I just bought a altima and
the valve body needed to be replaced. I bought it less than a month ago. Car is under warranty
but im kind of skeptical now. Should the car be fine after replacement or should i see if i can
change car? Bought it through a well known dealership. What happen when it wont change
gears,stuck in first,its a ford au,,have flushed the transmissio and changed the radiator,. I have
polo vivo clp i have problem changing the gears if i shift the gear stick to drive it makes a
banging sound and it makes same sound when you shift to reverse and it remains on the first
gear,pls help. Do you have some dealers i can contact? Good day.. I have a Venda model and it
was skipping gear so I just changed the valve body but after that I found out that the gear stops
changing after the 4th gear. What might cause a with an automatic transmission that in 5th gear
when given a punch of gas revs to very high rpm. My volkswagen transmission slips between
first and second gear. You can see the rpms shoot up inbetween gears before in engages
second gear. Have warranty for transmission but they claim the repair shop cannot show
physical signs of damage therefore they deny the coverage. There are also no warning lights on
dash. Any suggestions on how to prove its the valve body? Actually if you need proof for the

warranty claim, workshop can do active test using scan tool. I got a Madza 3, 1. What could be
the problem? But if the AT light is off it changes gears just fine. Hello, I have Mercedes W C
automatic transmission , recently i have replaced conductor adapter 13 pin and Gasket , now
the gear does not shift to up gears during drive it moves with 1 , 2 , 3 and not change the gear
automatically to up shifts as well when it is in D after moving and push the accelerator pedal the
gear not change and the it stick have to press break pedal and then it goes to the manual. I have
a Porsche Cayman S, new to me, with the auto tiptronic trans. Usually in 4th or 5th and only
when the car is lugging. Had trans fluids all re checked and all good there. I owned it for 2
weeks and miles before it failed to start, then ran in what seemed like only first gear. They now
are saying that it needs a new Automatic Transmission Valve Body. Bad luck or just the first of
what may be many future problems? Need some assistance please. I have a audi a4 2. Just need
to know where plastic wassers go inside. My Escort was shifting funky at slow speeds but after
a few more fluid changes everything smoothed out. Assumed it was the some valve body crud. I
typically removed 2 quarts of warm fluid from the fill tube every other time I changed the oil vs
dropping the pan. Recently sold the perfectly running, 23 yr old Ford with , city miles. The trans
filter was changed 75, miles when I got the car in I got a VW Sharan 2. I am not driving the
vehicle at this moment but would like to fix. I was told that there are four solenoid valve that can
be replaced and it will fix the problem. Can enaone help me , please. Also make sure your
transmission fluid is at the correct level. I have a problem with my automatic transmission and
from my research on the I have done 3 fluid changes where I changed filter, adapter plate and
O-Ring and nothing changed. Need your advise please as I suspect this could be an issue with
the valve body. I have a KIA Sadona. I cannot accelerate at all. Can you give me some insight
please. Did your check engine light come on? See if these symptoms fit. Bad valve body
solenoids are likely. Either find and replace the bad solenoid s or the entire valve body some
cars require this. I have a Camry I noticed it hard shifts from 1,2 and on 3to4 it double jerks but
runs well on 4to 5 does not slip off does not downshift inappropriately down shifts well but
when I took the gearbox down I noticed the clutch plates were work the solenoid is bad and the
filter is clogged do you recommend changing the valve body also. I have got Toyota 5A engine
with transmission problem; the car starts well but when you engage drive, it delays for like two
to three seconds then jerks as it engages the gear then moves. I have a Chevy trailblazer that
will no go in reverse but all other gears seem to shift fine. Everytime the check engine light
comes on it seems to throw a different code one was a wheel speed sensor one was a camshaft
timing sensor and one was a torque converter clutch solenoid and my abs light is on as well as
my faction control light what could cause all this. I have a dodge grand caravan crew. This
seems super high but other places seem to be quoting around the same.. Hi to everyone, I must
say I do not understand from cars a lot. But the situation is like this: I brought the car to service,
cos had some problems with overheating, there as a leak in one radiator pipe. When I got it back
from a service I would not vouch for, my car now would not shift to gear 3 or 4 I am just too
dumb to understand which one. It makes me wonder and I want to ask you wise people: Could
have they done something to the car that has lead to this transmission issue, and how it is
linked if so? I have a Chrysler , it all of a sudden one day stopped shifting out if first and is
harsh going from park to drive or reverse. Is it likely I need a new trans valve body or a new
transmission all together? I have a Chevy Trailblazer 4. Ran it dry, smoked when it was pulled
over. What needs to be replaced? I work at a parts store and get discounted product, but not
knowledge. I have MPV Mazda Pls does it also have to do with valve body? Can anyone advice
me on what to do pls. Hello everyone, I have a Mazda 6 2. When accelerating the shift on the
transmission between 3 and 4 gear is harsh. This happens after driving for approximately 30
minutes. Carried out engine and transmission diagnostic scan, no trouble showed up. What can
this problem be? Fluid was dirty and was almost impossible to drive did a Drain-fill and added
Lucus as well. It was alot better but P comes back. It drove pretty good after that, but P keeps
coming back. Shift Solenoid failing? If you changed the transmission fluid yourself, you may
not have gotten all of the old, dirty fluid out. It is generally not recommended to perform a
pressurized flush if the vehicle has high mileage as yours does and a flush has never been
performed before. This can actually render the transmission completely inoperable in extreme
cases. It could be the torque converter clutch solenoid. There is a TSB out for the solenoid
valve on 4th gens, but seeing as yours is a 5th gen it may be a different part. Some Maxima
owners ended up having to replace the whole transmission. Hello I have Ford Explorer v6 4.
Valve body problem or transmission something help my. Hi I have a f it goes right into reverse
fine but drive hesitate a few seconds or if I bump the accelerator it goes into gear. It drove just
fine and no slipping before this issue. I dropped the pan and found very limited clutch material
but also found the factory dipstick hole plug and very black looking fluid. From looking without
taking the transmission apart the friction plates and band look fine. Will get worse when the car

temperature is warm up. I have change my the transmission oil and filter 3months back and the
problem came back again. Can I know is there any problem with the gearbox? He got a p, bank 1
exhaust something from the history, but CE light never came on. I did and no error, and I still
hear it, so brought back again for a fix any fix. He drove around on errands for 2 hours, city and
highway, nothing. Did notice bubbles in tranny fluid. At a loss, just want it fixed. Car has , miles
and has always run well. The bubbles were odd, since it sounded like transmission problem to
me. There could be several codes for a faulty computer depending on which computer and what
the symptoms are. Can you describe the sound in a bit more detail? Is it a whirring or grinding
noise? High engine speed? Hi, I have a Toyota highlander FWD, the car accelerated great and
changing gears smoothly but anytime you shift the gear to reverse its slam as if some engine
seat is bad. The slam is fair when the engine is not hot and become mild or a well noticed when
the engine is hot. Please any advise on the potential copyright. The transmission oil is very ok
but a little below gauge and a notice a leak under the transmission pan. Replaced the value
body, filter and gasket filled with correct fluid. Same result high rpms no speed. My FJC is an
automatic with K miles. I usually drive the FJ only when I needed to haul my drums to gigs. My
daily driver is my Prius. One day, the trans would not shift in any forward gear, but would
reverse with no slippage. Checked my tranny fluid. It was grimy as hell. Also replaced the
internal filter, which had no chunks of metal, just sludge. That took about 16 quarts. Cleared
codes and ran another scan. Now, only the P code showed, however, my FJ still only moves
when I put it in reverse. So at this point my dilemma is this: should I just start at replacing the
SLT solenoid? Or, should I just go ahead and replace the entire valve body with solenoids
included? All 7 solenoids will cost way more than a remanufactured valve body that includes all
7 solenoids. If junk is clogging the valve body and possibly other solenoids, valves, and
passages , it makes sense to just replace it, right? Thank you kindly, in advance! What I do
know is that FJs have quite an enthusiast following. Your best bet is probably going to be the
forums and Facebook groups with other owners. Enthusiasts are often much more
knowledgeable than a general shop on the nuances of your vehicle. In the worst case, you may
be able to find another owner to help you swap a new transmission. Perhaps a salvage or spare
transmission would be cheaper than hunting down all the issues on an old, tired unit? Good
luck on your quest. Please help. Hi,I have a Jeep Gran Cherokkee overland 4. Table of Contents.
Correct me if i wrongâ€¦ Reply. No , no problems at all. If i refer to code P Transmission Control
Module Power Input Signal Low it was clear sign that have problem while you fix and replace
the TIPM and if you run the vehicle with this condition, sure your valve body will get worse and
your transmission will be damage thank you. Usually when the selenoid malfuntion, it will
effects to entire automatic transmission relative parts if not repair immediately Reply. Should I
drive to a shop or have it towed Reply. Pardon, auto correct. It goes into drive just fine. Thanks,
Dan Mc Reply. Your filter, valve body may need cleaning or replacement Reply. Certainly the
main culprit its a Valve body Reply. I switch mines out now its only flashing in park Reply. Have
an infinity g35x was driving loud bang then my slip light keeps flashing and sound like a bike
chain that cannot catch does go into gears tho plz help Reply. On the 6th generation Maximas
that seems to be the culprit of the problem Reply. Hey I got Maxima changed the valve body
does it need to be reprogram Reply. Please help Reply. Thank you Reply. Hie I have a toyota
corolla bubble shape which is not shifting up gears. What happen when it wont change
gears,stuck in first,its a ford au,,have flushed the transmissio and changed the radiator, Reply.
What might cause a with an automatic transmission that in 5th gear when given a punch of gas
revs to very high rpm Reply. Do you feel shift shock when the gear changes? My Mazda atenza
is just going front what is the problem is it a valve bord Reply. Need some assistance please
Reply. Just need to know where plastic wassers go inside Reply. Thanks Luqmaan Reply. I have
a Camry I noticed it hard shifts from 1,2 and on 3to4 it double jerks but runs well on 4to 5 does
not slip off does not downshift inappropriately down shifts well but when I took the gearbox
down I noticed the clutch plates were work the solenoid is bad and the filter is clogged do you
recommend changing the valve body also Reply. Everytime the check engine light comes on it
seems to throw a different code one was a wheel speed sensor one was a camshaft timing
sensor and one was a torque converter clutch solenoid and my abs light is on as well as my
faction control light what could cause all this Reply. My corolla 03 is not reversing could it be
problem of valve body? Thanks Reply. Hello David, If you changed the transmission fluid
yourself, you may not have gotten all of the old, dirty fluid out. Valve body problem or
transmission something help my Reply. My rs is disengaging from gear could it be valve body
Reply. Ford F owners have reported 69 problems related to engine knocking noise under the
engine and engine cooling category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also
please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford F based on all problems reported
for the F Truck loosing power and tapping and knocking noise, was told it is phazers and timing

chains and vct's and could just stop running while driving if the phazers lock up. Now I feel
unsafe driving it has miles and Ford is not standing behind even tho I have talked to dozens of
people that have the same problem. See all problems of the Ford F Throttle body failure: first
occurred on original throttle body oem part in Vehicle was turned on and stationary in a parking
lot. Heard a loud knocking, diagnosed at Ford dealership. Replaced original throttle body with
new oem throttle bottle. Second occurrence on replacement throttle body oem part in June
Vehicle was in motion on an interstate, wrench light came on, putting the truck in limp mode
and the truck stalled. I pulled over on the side of the interstate, turned the truck off, waited
several minutes and turned vehicle back on. Cleared the fault and was able to continue drive
with loud knocking sound occurring like in the first instance. I just bought this from a dealer
about a week ago and I'm very frustrated right now because I am working hard to make
payments on this truck and now I probably have to replace the engine??? The contact owns a
Ford F While driving various low speeds, the vehicle began shaking and a knocking noise
sounded from the engine. There were no warning indicators illuminated. An independent
mechanic test drove the vehicle and determined that the rocker arms needed to be replaced. In
addition, the independent mechanic stated that the "variable valve timings" were faulty and
created a misfire within the engine. An unknown Ford dealer was made aware of the failure. The
vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure
mileage was approximately , Tl-the contact owns a Ford F The contact stated that while driving
at 80 mph, the check engine warning light was illuminated and there was an abnormal roaring
sound coming from the engine. The contact stated that there was a knocking sound coming
from the engine. The vehicle was taken to highway Ford located at johnnie b hall memorial hwy,
deridder, la , , to be diagnosed. The contact was informed that there was a loose electrical
connector in the engine compartment that was not seated correctly. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 56, Timing chain stretched due to
poor design. Making a knocking sound during cold start. Cam sensor is triggering check engine
light. While driving unknown speeds, the vehicle lost power and stalled and the check engine
indicator illuminated. Additionally, there was an abnormal knocking noise present. The vehicle
was taken to an independent mechanic who recommended that the engine be replaced. The
contact called a local dealer andy mohr Ford, located at e main st plainfield, in The vehicle was
not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was 72, Upon
starting the vehicle, the contact heard a ticking and knocking noise coming from the engine
compartment. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed with a
rocker arm or rod malfunction. The contact was advised that the motor needed to be replaced,
the vehicle was currently at the independent mechanic for repairs. The manufacturer was
notified and did not assist. The failure mileage was unknown. The events leading to my
breakdown on a busy acceleration ramp are as follows: my vehicle lost almost all power on an
acceleration ramp, slowing me down to a crawl. It also caused massive oil leaking from the
engine compartment, which resulted in road spillage, causing unsafe driving conditions for me
and the people around me. I've done some independent research and have personally had this
issue fixed once. Full diagnostic and repair receipt is available upon request, but the main
issues were the cam phaser, and timing chain. I have seen multiple upon multiple complaints
about this issue, and I am formally requesting the nhsta to investigate and hold the Ford motor
company hereafter referred to as "Ford" responsible for this poor design choice. I would like to
see a recall for every Ford F reported with this issue, as well as reimbursement for any
documented repairs conducted by mechanics from Ford. This may be an outlandish request
that may not even be in the nhsta's cumulative power, but, as a taxpayer, a working man, and
most importantly, a husband, I would like to see action taken by the people I put my faith in, to
rectify this situation. Thank you for your time, and good day. The contact stated that while
driving at an unknown speed, the vehicle decelerated independently. The contact mentioned
that there was a knocking noise that came from the engine. In addition, the oil pressure light
illuminated. The vehicle was towed to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the engine needed to
be replaced. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where informed the engine
blew up due to eco boost. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate
failure mileage was 98, The VIN was not provided. While driving approximately 20 mph, there
was a knocking noise coming from the engine and the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was towed to
a dealer where it was diagnosed that the number three spark plug detached and needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. When the
truck is at idle at a normal operating temp, it has a horrible knocking noise on the passenger
side of the engine. From what I am reading this engine has major problems with the cam
phasers and timing components. It sounds like the timing chain is about to fly out of the engine.
I hope my truck doesn't give out on me because this is my only transportation to work and

cannot afford to have it fixed. I bought a Ford for reliability, but until this is fixed I feel it's
unreliable. I have used a full syn oil and the right motorcraft s filter. This is a major problem and
Ford needs to pay for this and everyone else who has had this problem over and over! Truck
began ticking very loudly, then began a knocking noise, and now the engine shakes the truck
when idling. Cam phasers broke apart causing damage to the timing chain. Sudden loss of
power to the engine as well as inability to maintain speed while ascending an incline is frequent.
The loss of speed and power has caused us several close-call accidents. Truck will simply not
accelerate while pressing the gas pedal. Additionally, it also feels like the truck cannot catch
gears while in motion. My truck felt like it was driving really well, I was driving from a to b which
was about 6 miles. Im guessing maybe the 3rd or 4th spark plug. I checked my oil I was maybe
1quart low. The guy at autozone thought the same. As u could guess that didn't work. It sound
almost like a lawn mower. Which is baffling cuz there was no warning, no check engine light,no
prior noise. I'm lost. I'm wondering if there was a recall? From what I'm reading no one is gonna
help but I have to try. My is Purchased this vehicle used from a well known and popular dealer
in utah. We did not note any noises during the test ride and vehicle appeared in great condition.
On the drive home of course we stopped for dinner. Noticed a loud knocking noise coming from
the engine. This continued and worsened and we feared the vehicle would stall. The problem
subsided when the rpm's increased slightly. We were able to duplicate the problem repeatable
in a parking lot at low speeds and low rpms. Specifically when turning left and the problem
worsened when the 4x4 was selected. I video taped the engine noise as proof for the dealership.
Doing research we have noted that this is a common problem with the f 5. Range of problems
described as either cam phaser or internal engine problem. Corrections have been noted as
either cam phaser replacements not very helpful or full engine replacement. Taking the vehicle
back to the dealer this morning to return. The contact stated that while stationary, the cam shaft
phaser malfunctioned. The contact stated that there was a knocking noise coming from the
engine of the vehicle. In addition, the spark plugs and timing chain was the source of the failure
as well. The failure mileage was , I am now a victim of the 5. It started out when I came to a stop
light and the truck started shacking really bad and making a loud knocking sound. As soon as I
accelerated it went away so I thought it was a fluke. Finally the light came on and gave me the
code pintake camshaft position timing over retarded on bank 1. The only place to take it was
Ford because they have the most up to date and complete diagnostics tool. I have read all over
the internet about this issue and it seems like Ford know about this issue because in they got
sued because of this same problem! I don't even want to get started with the spark plugs that
break in the engine if you don't know what you are doing. The 4wd system as well had many
issues with the iwe because its a vacuum system and was brand new in To many problems with
Ford!. Driving at normal speed 45 mph , no abnormal noises or vibrations present. Loud bang
noise came from within engine bay, and truck began to sputter and stumble very badly. Check
engine light came on and preceded to flash, put truck into neutral and rolled to the side of the
road where truck was shut off. Excessive fuel was found on top of the engine at the third
cylinder from the front on the passenger side 4. Spark plug was separated from the wire and
lying on top of engine. Spark plug boot was melted and smoking suggesting it was previously
burning. The engine 5. I first experienced this approx. I immediately turned off the engine. I then
restarted and the noise had stopped. The motor now still has the same issue, and after reading
many forums stating the same conditions, decided to call Ford directly. The response from Ford
was they know about the issue on these types of motors, but are not issuing a recall for the fix.
The issue is apparently related to a know cam, timing chain issue that has to have the gears and
timing chain replaced. At the owners expense of approx. I recommend that Ford needs to do a
recall on these, and fix the known issue, thus creating further purchases from consumers for
future purchases of their product. If you are in doubt of this issue, just type in your search
engine, Ford f loud knocking noise while idling, and sit back and read until you are tired of
reading. Please feel free to contact me with any questions. Thank you. The truck have only 55k
miles which the engine should not have any problems but this is a very common problem which
should be a recall. It's known for the camshaft phasers to start making a knocking noise and
make the vehicle sound like a diesel truck. I don't think it's right that we pay tons of money for a
vehicle and we have problems like this that cost us customers more money. I've done some
research and I'm not the only person with this problem. Please take the time to review this
problem because there are many other customers out there with this problem and cant afford to
have it fixed. Even with the aftermarket parts the cam phasers go back out again after 60 miles.
Upon accelerating from a stop 4or 5 loud knocking sounds were heard and felt, and engine
power loss was experienced. I let off throttle to reduce knocking sound,which sounded like
turbo wastegate possibly, and engine shook and had reduced power for several miles.
Temperature outside was warm and dry. I had been driving vehicle for over an hour before

problem. It has had reduced power and minor shaking before,but nothing like this. Fortunately
no other vehicles were coming. I do notice wastegate poping off on short,steep hills more lately.
I have the ecoboost engine. Have not been to dealer yet, but have appt soon. I had just changed
the oil and checked the fluids and had to run some errands up town about a mile and a half up
the road the engine started making a knocking noise, I was close enough to the garage I use so
I pulled in there to see what was going on the oil pan was on fire oil and what looked like anti
freeze was coming out of a hole from what use to be the oil pan or what was left of the pan, the
fellow that ran the station told me it had hydro locked and bent a rod and pushed it thru the oil
pan, he went on to say he had seen several of the 4. There is a knocking sound coming from the
motor already replaced the catalytic converters and O2 sensors and the sound is still there with
the check engine light on. When the truck gains some speed the truck shakes don't feel real
safe driving it long distances. The contact stated that while driving approximately 5 mph, a loud
knocking noise was heard from the engine compartment. The vehicle was taken to an
authorized dealer, who stated that both the vtc sensor and the cam phaser would need to be
replaced. The vehicle was being repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the problem. The
approximate failure mileage was 45, While driving at approximately 24 mph, the accelerator
pedal was depressed and the vehicle failed to accelerate. The contact had to depress the
accelerator pedal with extreme force and the vehicle started to make an extremely loud
abnormal knocking noise. The vehicle was parked at the contact's residence where it was
diagnosed by an independent mechanic that the cam phaser seized and the engine needed to
be repaired. The contact stated that while idling at a light, he heard a knocking noise from the
engine. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for inspection where they stated that the cam
phasers and lifters needed to be replaced. The failure mileage was 90, The VIN was unavailable.
The contact owns a Ford f The contact stated that he heard a loud bang noise coming from
under the hood. Upon inspection, the contact discovered that the spark plug was loose and had
ejected from the cylinder head. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer. The manufacturer was
notified. The approximate failure and current mileage was , The stated while driving, there was
an abnormal knocking noise coming from the engine. The contact stated he drove the vehicle to
the dealer where it was diagnosed that the cam phaser, the bearing and the timing chain needed
to be replaced. The contact mentioned that the vehicle was backfiring. The approximate failure
mileage was , I keep having major issues with my truck ejecting spark plugs from the engine
which is breaking not only my spark plugs but my coil pack as well. This is rediculious. The first
time I was at a light at a dead stop when I hear a loud banging noise like something exploded
then my truck started running rough and had to get it towed. It stranded us 45 minutes from
home. The second time was two days ago on March 18 I was driving through a drive thru again
at a dead stop and heard a loud noise and had the same issue. Again my spark plug was ejected
and coil pack broken. The first time was in cylinder 1 and was repaired then one month later the
next time cylinder 2 ejected. Im upset because I can no longer drive my truck. If Ford doesnt fix
this I willnever purchase another Ford. Now it is useless sitting in my garage takin up space.
The contact stated that while driving at various speeds, there was a loud knocking sound
coming from the motor. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer. The failure and current mileage
was , As vehicle warms up after driving several miles coming to a stop. The engine begins to
knock attempting to stall out. When giving the vehicle gas it kicks almost causing several auto
accidents. I have taken the vehicle to several mechanics replacing the cam phasers due to a
code. The issue is still happening and the code still says replace cam phaser. From what I
understand I'm not the only one with this problem which can't be fixed. As far as the knocking
sound the Ford dealership has told me its a Ford triton that's the knocking sound im hearing.
But from mechanics the sound is from air escaping from the bottom of the engine is a common
problem with the vehicle. Ford refuses to accept the defect fixing issues since buying the
vehicle new in Engine makes a knocking noise. I was told by a Ford dealer that they can't repair
it because Ford doesn't know what is wrong with the engine. I was told by Ford dealer to drive it
till it quits. The engine could lock up at any time, possibly on the highway which could cause an
accident to occur. I called Ford customer service and was told there was nothing they can do.
While driving approximately 40 mph the vehicle noticed the vehicle began to hesitate while
accelerating and a heard a knocking noise in the engine. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for
diagnostic testing. The technician stated the spark plugs had to be replaced. The dealer
attempted to remove the spark plugs but one of the spark plugs was stuck in the head gasket
and could not be removed; however, the head gasket would have to be replaced. The
approximate failure mileage was 95, The contact stated that while driving 30 mph, a loud
banging noise emitted from under the hood and the check engine light illuminated on the
instrument panel. The front end of the vehicle also began to shake. The vehicle was not taken to
the dealer, but the manufacturer was notified. The failure mileage was unknown and the current

mileage was , The contact stated while driving approximately 50 mph he heard a loud banging
noise before the vehicle stalled. The vehicle coasted to a stop and the contact noticed the spark
plugs had fractured from the engine. The vehicle was towed to an authorized dealer where the
contact was informed that this was a known failure. The vehicle was in the process of being
repaired. The manufacturer was notified and also acknowledged this was a known failure;
however, the manufacturer offered no assistance. The failure and current mileages were 65, Car
Problems. Engine Knocking Noise problem of the Ford F 1. Engine Knocking Noise problem of
the Ford F 2. Engine Knocking Noise problem of the Ford F 3. Engine Knocking Noise problem
of the Ford F 4. Engine Knocking Noise problem of the Ford F 5. Engine Knocking Noise
problem of the Ford F 6. Engine Knocking Noise problem of the Ford F 7. Engine Knocking
Noise problem of the Ford F 8. Engine Knocking Noise problem of the Ford F 9. Engine
Knocking Noise problem of the Ford F Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Engine problems.
Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Gasoline Engine problems. Engine
Clicking And Tapping Noises problems. Engine Exhaust System problems. Engine Stall
problems. Coolant Leaking problems. My Ford , gave me a low oil pressure reading then
completely stopped in the middle of the road. Since then off and on it wont start. It does crank
but wont start. Not getting any check engine lights at all. I have to wait a couple hrs then it will
start. Change the oil sending unit,it may be bad and causing this,it will shut down the fire from
engine from a false reading. GuruC25W8 answered about a year ago. I replaced my oil sending
unit, but I am still having the same issue at random times when I'm driving. Remedied by
turning off and back on. What should be next fix? Julie answered about a year ago. What was
your solution? My truck is at the dealership now, low oil pressure light came on but no troubles
I resorted to the dealership after replacing the sending unit didn't fix the problem. They ended
doing a fuse relocation on the fuse related to my fuel pump which they said is why my truck
would lose power after the low oil pressure message. Truck has been fine ever since they
finished, seems to have fixed the problem! GuruL8HVZ answered about a year ago. Kdihlong
answered about a year ago. Same thing. At a stop sign and the low oil message flashed across
my dash and then my truck turned off. My local Ford dealership said they had never heard of
this and that unless they can mimic the event, I am out of luck. I've been dealing with this issue
for a couple months. The truck will start up and drive, but at a stop light, or drive through, or
anywhere slow, it will stall out. Mechanic says that oil sending unit won't usually help this issue.
We've been able to go without stalling, by replacing a quart of oil with some sort of thickener.
So, even after driving for long periods it hasn't stalled. Apparently, this is a very common issue
with this engine. He said between early 's and maybe ?? Judi answered about a year ago. I took
my F truck to the dealership a new dealership that bought my usual dealership to get an oil
change before an out of town trip. It did this exact same thing out of town. I thought maybe it
was a fluke. Then it did it again a few weeks later. I'll be messaging the dealership. I never had
this problem before the dealership changed my oil. I know the picture shows the oil arrow all the
way on "L", but only because the truck stalled. Once I restart it, it leans more towards "H".
GuruH17YW answered about a year ago. Just wanted to add and update on a temporary fix that
worked for us so far. Our mechanic replaced one quart of oil with an oil thickener. So far that's
helped us and we haven't had any stalling at all. It was worse in the winter, but it's been fine this
summer. I do live in SD though, so it's not insanely hot. That might make a difference. I'm pretty
sure I have the answer to all these stalls. In the interim though, I took it to a mechanic and he
replaced the sending unit or something to that effect and when I left there, it stalled at the very
next light. I had the original Powertrain recall done at the same time I had the oil changed If you
Google Powertrain Control Module issues You also might notice you're eating a lot of gas! I
haven't been able to take mine in to fix the recall ON the recall, but planning to get in as soon as
possible. My truck still dies after idling a bit. GuruNDG8W answered about a year ago. My truck f
just did the same exact thing today. I started it. That light came on. An it died. I read a couple
different things on this thread what is the correct fix???? GuruNQG4C answered about a year
ago. GuruQT1FQ answered about a year ago. To keep the warning light off or when it comes on
I put the truck in neutral when slowing down I think that helps. Not a mechanic. GuruQQY4F
answered about a year ago. My mechanic find the failing purge valve to blame for after the
smoke test on my f It could cause problem over stalling and rough start. I am having similar
issues 5. The mechanic said that as the oil heats up, it becomes thinner and harder to maintain
oil pressure. That's why he replaced one quart of oil with an oil thickener. He said it's a
temporary fix. There way he explained it to me was that the oil sending unit bring replaced
wouldn't matter in our case, and that the only other option after a thickener, is to replace the
entire engine. I haven't taken it in for a second opinion yet, because it hasn't happened since
May. He said these trucks are super sensitive though, and have to have super consistent and
regular maintenance. That is not something we're good at We bought this truck used though, so

I'm not sure how it was cared for before us. I have no idea if any of this helps. I'm a huge
advocate for trying the oil thickener though, because it's such an easy and cheap option to try
first. In our case, it's all that we needed to do. GuruK answered about a year ago. As soon as I
put on the gas it runs just fine. Always starts good and driving fine. No check engine light. Just
low oil pressure. Is it safe to drive miles. GuruKB2KD answered about a year ago. A buddy is
mine just had this and called me. I have an 06 and it did it a couple times after an oil change. I
checked the oil and realized they only put 5 quarts in so I added 2 since it needs 7 quarts and
sure enough it stopped. Have t had the problem again in 7 years since I have changed my own
oil. EJGarza answered about a year ago. GuruKwhat was your fix to this? I am having this exact
same issue and Im willing to put some money into the fix at the dealership but only as long as I
know the money I'm spending will fix it. I just got my truck back from the dealer. LilFun
answered about a year ago. So today January 11th and I was having the same problem for the
last couple days my f would not start. I thought maybe I didn't have enough gas. So I put more
gas in it would turn over a little bit but the engine will not stay on. This morning 2 days later I
called my mechanic and he asked me how my truck was part and I told him it was in my
driveway which is on a slight incline, he told me to roll the truck down in the street on a flat
surface and try to start the truck. He said the sensors were not picking up the oil pressure
properly; and Ford makes these trucks so that they will shut off in a situation like that, so at first
I was hesitant because what's going to happen if this truck is stuck in the street I can't push the
stupid thing back into the driveway, and I'm in one of these ridiculous homeowner association
places where I knew I would get a fine if my vehicles on the road, but anyhow I tried it. My truck
is running, at least right now. I'm heading to the gas station. If it shuts down again I will post it.
Note the mechanic also said that if the truck didn't start to go get a quart of oil and put in to see
if that raise the pressure, but fortunately I didn't have to do that at least not yet. Hope this help
somebody. Conspone52 answered about a year ago. Did anyone have their oil pump checked
Maybe ;if you accidentally mixed full synthetic with conventional oils Could this cause a
problem? My Son's truck , 5. MyFordF answered about a year ago. I have the same problem and
my warrantee is replacing the engine.. Guru6CR33 answered 11 months ago. Oil pressure light,
warning alarm, then shutdown. Took it to Ford. They found that my independent garage had
installed an oversize oil filter. They said somebody brought in a same issue. Proper oil filter
solved the problem. I think it has solved mine too. Doodie1 answered 10 months ago. At stop
lights or stop signs low oil warning sets off and as soon as I release the brake rpms jump back
up and warning goes off. It has never stalled out. GuruF33LR answered 9 months ago. Exact
same thing is happening to my 13 f New sending unit 3 months ago fixed it, now it's ding the
same thing. Styles answered 8 months ago. I changed the oil pressure sensor about 6 months
ago. Stopped for a little bit then started back. Started having issues with idle so first i changed
my oil pressure sensor again since it had oil on it from a rear main seal leak. Here is link to
show the easiest way of doing it. Brought it home and replaced the spark plugs and took the
throttle body off. The throttle body I think was the cause of everything. It had a lot of build up so
I cleaned it with throttle body cleaner. Do not use carborator cleaner. I heard this could ruin the
coating in the throttle body. Put it back together and the idle is perfect and I havent lost oil
pressure. I believe the issue with the oil pressure was from the idle dropping too low.
Guru7RW2P answered 8 months ago. Cutter17 answered 7 months ago. Just bought from
dealership 3 weeks ago. Fresh Oil change. Low Oil pressure light has come on randomly, oil
pressure guage drops to low and snaps back to high. Check engine recently came on. Checked
oil levels, all seems good. Dropping off at dealership today. Will post what I hear back. Amauris
answered 6 months ago. Check this video and I'm sure you will solve the issue. Fordguy
answered 6 months ago. So I started checking everything, and ended up wiggling the power
distribution box and got it to start. Kept having to do that for a few weeks then got a check
battery light then truck shut down with low oil pressure light. Wiggled the box again, fired it up,
then went and changed the battery. I wiggle the box, it turns back on. Saltyflag answered 5
months ago. I have F, 5. Recently at idle only and in gear not park, the low pressure warning
light would come on and the gauge would go to zero similar to many comments on this thread.
Here is what I found. I changed the oil pressure sending unit. When inspected i did not find oil in
it which is the primary indicator that it has failed. I thought it was a low idle situation so I
cleaned the throttle body as recommended. Next step was to do a manual gauge oil pressure
check. Before I decided to do that I spoke with a colleague about the oil I had began using. I
switched from Motorcraft semi-synthetic to Havoline full synthetic, and within 2 months of that
change the first event happened. My friend is an oil engineer from a major oil company. He
suggested that even though both oils are 5w, a viscosity variance Is allowed in the formulation
of oils that could have the Havoline on the low side of 20, and the Motorcraft on the high side.
Having said that I asked about changing the oil used to 5w since the truck is older, and I live in

central Florida. He said he absolutely agreed that would be a good idea. So, I drained the oil and
replaced with Mobile 1 5w full synthetic high mileage oil that I also run in my Vette and no more
low oil pressure issue. This may not be the solution for everyone, but think about what oil you
are using and the possibility that the tolerance that the oil you are using could be slightly low in
viscosity. I am getting an oil sample done to confirm. Tx06CDN answered 5 months ago. Truck
had been mostly sitting for a few months, occasional drives around the block. Looks like there
may have been a leak. On the way home the low oil pressure gauge thing was consistent with
braking and coming to a full stop and immediately goes away when applying gas. The oil
specified for such an engine when NEW, may be a grade or even more too low of a viscosity to
maintain adequate oil pressure at idle What"oil thickeners" are doing is increasing the oil's
viscosity, making it more RESISTANT to thinning out under internal engine loads at the
bearings. Like changing the flow characteristics from the oil's actual 5W30 rating to 10W30 or
from 10W30 to 10W40, just enough to maintain adequate oil pressure at idle. This is especially
liable to be noticed if the oil that HAD BEEN in the engine had been in there for too long or for
too many miles, and had slightly thickened. Sometimes the low paid or newer employees at
places such as Firestone or Jiffy Lube don't KNOW the proper weight oil to put in- OR the SHOP
may not have proper viscosity and type oil in stock and will, intentionally or unintentionally, be
using a lighter weight oil on many vehicles. If one does not observe and ask what oil is going to
being used, the odds of getting the wrong oil installed is much higher than if one does. Vic
answered 2 months ago. I had an issue with these symptoms as well. Checked oil, was good.
My wife drove it to the store and came home, no issues. I let it sit for about 20 min and tried
again. It fired right up. I let it run for a few min and killed it. I suspected the fuel pump went out.
Checked fuse location, 27 under the hood. Fuse was melted. I decided to be aggressive. I
changed the fuel pump and had the fuse relocated. I think the fuel pump was going out and
pulled too many amps causing the fuse to melt. Truck has been running fine for a month now
and I get 3 more miles to the gallon. Guru9Y4K2T answered about a month ago. I had thw stall
issue. And the main issue with the stalling was the air intake was all gummed up. Not getting
any check engin Low oil pressure light turns on when I stop at a light but does not turn off my
truck.. When this problem began my fan turned on and does n My F Lariat has loud rattling
noise and my low oil pressure warning came on. I was told my timing chain needs to be
replaced and possibly my oil pump. Does this mean my engine is shot and If the Ford 5. Hi, I
have had my f 5. When I first bought it I had to replace the fuel sensor because it would tell me I
have low oil pressure then stall. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Ford 5. The Ford 5. When it was first created, it was available for
Ford F series trucks and the E-series vans. It has been recommended as one of the most
reliable engines out there. It was launched in and has been in use until This engine is important
of the best selling trucks, F that year. When you care for it properly, it can last for a long time.
Unfortunately, the 5. One of the problems was the length of the chains which were very long.
Any little slack and it start slapping the plastic guiding it. Once you have identified the problem,
you need to disassemble that area. Then the chain tensioners can also develop problems. The
tensioner will begin to bleed off oil pressure when seal around the chain break loose. You need
to add the correct tension to it to stop the noise that will accompany that problem. If you decide
to replace the timing chain on your Ford triton that has more than , miles then you should use
that opportunity to freshen your oil pump. There are so many indicators that might arise for you
to notice that your timing chain needs to be replaced. If your car makes rattling sound and you
have trouble starting it, there might be a problem with your timing chain. It might also be
unusual sound from the engine and you might have to take it to a mechanic. They will be able to
diagnose it and inform you about whatever problem it might be. It is very complex to replace a
timing chain and it is also very expensive. You should not try to replace it by yourself if you are
not skilled at it. It is best left for professionals and you might even damage your vehicle more if
you try to do it on your own without any prior experience. The prices up there are the average
costs and these prices might vary from states or according to the make and model of your
vehicle. Some of the symptoms you should look out for that will determine if you need to
replace the timing chain or not are;. You do not need to maintain the timing chain but change it
if you notice any of the above symptoms. When you want to change it, make sure any guides
with it is also replaced. This is to avoid any repeated occurrence. Is your Ford timing chain

having problems and you do not know how much you should budget? The average cost to
replace it is between and US dollars. You might be wondering why the labor cost is very
expensive but the fact is replacing timing chain is very time consuming. The cost of repairing
depends solely on the type of engine you are using. If you are making use of the 4. If your Ford
4. It is important to know the price you should be budgeting. The Ford F Ecoboost is a very
solid power unit. If you do not repair the damage immediately, there is every chance that your
engine will get damaged. The Ford Triton chain has a complete set up featuring two separate
chains. It uses the 4. It launched in till using the 5. As said at the beginning of this post, do not
postpone the repairs if you see any of the symptoms. You might end up having a damaged
engine and you will spend more than you were supposed to use in replacing the timing belt.
Always remember to take your car in for a complete diagnosis. Skip to content Sharing is
caring! Our CNC Billet Cam Phaser Lockouts will completely lock the cam timing in the fully
advanced position and will eliminate movement and noise associated with failing cam phasers.
Cam phaser knock is a common problem in the 5. The billet blocks are installed into the stock
cam phasers creating a fixed timing gear with no internal moving parts. Fully advanced cam
timing will aid in low end torque, just what the 5. Our cam phaser lockout delete kit includes a
SCT Programmer that is loaded with a custom tune optimized for the advanced cam timing and
greatly improves performance and throttle response. The SCT also allows you to adjust axle
ratio, tire size, rev limiter, speed limiter, idle speed and transmission shifting if desired.
Additional function of the SCT X4 include reading and clearing trouble codes, datalogging and
ability to return the vehicle to stock. Please specify your vehicles PCM code below and if you
have factory Ford phasers or aftermarket Dorman phasers. Generally no phaser replacement is
needed, the billet lockouts can be installed in your current phasers. Note for Dorman Phaser
Locks - there are now two types of Dorman Phasers, the original that our Dorman locks fit and a
second version that is a copy of the Ford Phasers. If you do not know which phaser you have
we suggest ordering both lockout blocks. PCM Code:. Click Here for help finding your PCM
code. This Agreement constitutes the entire and only agreement between Western Motorsports
Inc and you, and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous agreements, representations,
warranties and understandings with respect to the product and services listed on the website,
and the subject matter of this Agreement. This Agreement may be amended by Western
Motorsports Inc at any time and at any frequency without specific notice to you. The latest
Agreement will be posted on the website. You should review this entire Agreement prior to
purchasing any products or services. Western Motorsports Inc is not responsible for OEM or
aftermarket parts of the vehicle that are damaged due to improper installation or defects prior to
purchasing our product or service. If in doubt, please have all aftermarket parts fitted by a
professional installer. CONDITION OF VEHICLE: Western Motorsports Inc assumes, and it is the
sole responsibility of the customer to ensure, that all vehicles being programmed through our
products or services are road-worthy and in good working condition, and have been examined
by the customer or a professional to ens
subaru forester headlight problems
e39 auxiliary fan relay location
2009 chevy malibu repair manual
ure that the vehicle will be able to tolerate the additional power and performance provided by
the products or services that you are purchasing. Western Motorsports Inc will not be liable for
any unforeseen damage that may happen to the vehicle. SAFETY: Western Motorsports Inc is
not responsible for improper, unsafe, reckless, or careless driving of vehicles after installing
any of our products or using our services. Western Motorsports Inc discourages violation of
any federal or state or local laws. By purchasing this product, you the customer are agreeing to
comply with and be bound by the following terms of use and acceptance of any disclaimers
issued by Western Motorsports Inc. After reviewing the following terms and conditions
thoroughly, if you do not agree to the terms, conditions, and disclaimers, please do not
purchase the product. More Details Reviews Ask a Question. You might also like:. Ford
Performance 4. Cloyes Timing chain and tensioner kit, 5. Phaser to Cam bolts 2 - 4.

